
 

Why CAD technology belongs both inside and outside the classroom  

By Mike Stone, Infor EAM Product Manager 

Colleges and universities are a collection of classroom and office buildings, dormitories, sports fields, 
arenas, vehicles, and equipment that have to be maintained and ready for use each semester. Office 
space is required for visiting professors and professionals. As institutions grow and evolve, space 
management becomes a critical part of operating most efficiently and effectively.  

More specifically, asset and facilities managers in higher education worry about the age distribution of 
space on their campuses and its relation to the possibility of building failure; the growing backlog of 
deferred maintenance and how this backlog affects investment decisions; the level of spending on 
facility operations, which allows for maintenance, cleaning, and improvement of the campus’ 
appearance. 

Asset and facilities managers in higher ed are turning to software solutions that give them the visibility 
needed to address these issues. Asset management systems help operations run more efficiently—and 
when available as a subscription option in the cloud, they become an operating expense instead of a 
capital outlay.  Such systems empower asset and facilities managers in higher ed with: 

• Automatically scheduled inspections with follow up work orders 
• Preventive maintenance for operating equipment such as HVAC, pumps, motors, fans, and 

vehicles to keep assets operating effectively 
• Call center operations to facilitate efficient dispatch that, through built-in knowledge bases, can 

rapidly diagnose issues  
• Work flow that ensures timely escalation of important issues 
• Key Performance Indicators that measure progress and report trends 
• Alert management that pinpoints issues requiring attention 
• Nonconformity functions that rate issue severity and track issues over time with follow up 

inspections and work orders 
• A way to track work space—temporary and permanent—including cubicles  
• The coordination of contractor work through an online portal to improve communications, 

reduce time and issue work packages 

Asset management solutions that include a computer-aided design (CAD) component allow campus 
asset and facilities managers to streamline operations and reduce their cost. How?  

• Visually track office space, organization space use, and office/workspace assignments 
• Create management reporting for space utilization and planning 
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• Calculate building and floor space using industry standards 
• Calculate space usage for organization charge back 
• Create asset records from objects in drawings 
• Visualize work order locations and routing schedules 
• Create work orders from floor plans and other drawings 
• Identify workspace contents including furniture and equipment 
• Plan moves in advance and coordinate moves with work orders  
• Visualize building modifications and expansions 

 

Asset management systems coupled with CAD technology can improve operational efficiency, 
reduce costs and provide more effective asset tracking, space management and contractor 
management—all critical to the continued growth, evolution, and livelihood of college and 
university campuses. 

For more information about Infor EAM, please visit http://www.infor.com/solutions/eam/.  
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